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Cranfield, Wood End

Investigation Date

25th May 2012

Report By

Bill King

Team Members

Bill, Steph, Andy, Richard, Oz, Dee

Background
A legend tells of a rider who was waylaid by thieves on the Wood End Road in Cranfield which
resulted in her death. She was riding along the road to meet her lover and ran into a rope that the
thieves had tied across the road to dislodge any passing riders. Unfortunately the speed at which she
was travelling coupled with her failure to spot the rope resulted in her being decapitated. The thieves
quickly stripped the body of its clothes and jewellery before fleeing.
Over the centuries, Lady Snagge’s ghost has been felt riding along the lane either in search of her
murderers or completing the journey she started in life.

General
The sky was clear and there was a moderate breeze at the start of the walk. The moon was 20% full and
waxing at midnight. The wind dropped as the sun set so by the time the team reached Holcot Wood the
air was very still. There was some faint noise from the A421 and M1 to the south and southeast. At the
start of the investigation Richard noted that the temperature was +15.1°C.

Pre-Investigation
The team met on the corner of Harter Avenue and as we were waiting two of the residents came out
and started to talk with us. We told them why we were there and they mentioned that their dog does not
like the road and that the ghost is said to appear at 02:30.

Initial Walk
20:45 The team start the walk south to the first exploration site following the John Bunyan Trail to
Wood End, taking the short path across the field south of Wood End Farm then re-joining the
John Bunyan Trail as shown on the plan on the next page. Part way across the field south of
Wood End Farm the team stopped to admire the sunset as the sun had just reached the horizon
and was rapidly turning red. We took photographs until the sun had dipped below the horizon
then continued the walk.
21:20 The team reach the first investigation site at the former Holcotwood Farm. We spent about 15
minutes photographing and investigating the site before starting a vigil.
During the walk to the woods Oz was able to savour a lovely sunset, which was around when he
realised that shorts were a bad idea.
En route to the ruined farmhouse in the woods, the only ‘feeling’ Dee has that seems significant to her
is that she needs to be riding rather than walking. However, it should be noted that there is some
physical evidence of riding (i.e. hoof prints in the mud), and there are also many rabbits spotted
alongside the fields, which might account for any noises heard in the undergrowth during later vigils.
There are also a lot of birds in the woods.
Once the group enters the site of the ruined farmhouse, Dee feels a slightly different energy in the area.
During the exploration of the old farm site Richard took a photograph which showed an orb near a tree
which looked unusual but it could not be seen with enough resolution to decide what it actually was.
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Nothing was found in the area that could account for it and a photograph taken by Bill from the same
area that Richard had taken his photograph from revealed nothing.

Vigil 1: Holcotwood Farm – 21:35 to 22:15
For this vigil the team just
spread themselves around the
farm area. Bill chose to sit on
the footpath from Wood End
just to the north of the
entrance to the farm area and
facing towards the antenna
above Bow Brickhill (to the
southwest). Richard sat facing
east-southeast. Andy is seated
in the middle of the area with
Richard to his right and Dee
sat just behind him. Dee is
drawn quite strongly back the
way the site was entered and
finds herself near a large
wooden
gatepost.
She
positions herself adjacent to
the gatepost, facing easterly
towards Richard. Richard and
Steph (to the right) are in
Dee’s direct line of sight, but
Andy (slightly in front to the
left of Dee) is more obscured
by tree branches. Dee places
her digital voice recorder on
top of the gatepost. For the
location of the site see the
plan on the right. For the
positions
of
the
team
members see the plan on the
next page.
This was a fairly dark site as
there is no nearby lighting
(the nearest lights were down
in the valley near the
motorway junction). There
was also no wind as this was
the sheltered side of the wood
(the breeze was moving the
tree tops but there was none at ground level). The most traffic noise was coming from the east and
southeast, one constant noise from the east sounded like a tractor. There was also the occasional sound
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of aircraft, rustling of leaves
both on the surrounding trees
and on the interior floor and
birdcalls (frequent until dark,
then occasional).
21:40 Dee begins to ‘tune
out’ the distractions
of the woods around
her and instantly
feels that there is
another energy trying
to talk to her;
however, Dee cannot
hear
the
words
clearly and mentally
asks for clarity or
imagery and thinks
she hears the name
“Richard”.
21:42 The temperature is measured by Steph at +15.3°C.
21:45 Andy takes a temperature reading of +16.4°C and an EMF reading of zero.
21:47 Dee notes the distant call of a peacock.
21:49 Dee feels strongly that ‘Richard’ is significant, but is not sure if this is just the name, or the
team member, Richard! She continues to ‘ask’ for clarification and information.
21:51 Richard notices the Electrosmog meter goes all “Pete Tong” on him, jumping alarmingly to
yellow (0.58mW/m2) and red (18mW/m2), moving frenetically for 10 to 15 seconds, a short
break, then doing the same again. He looked around to see if there was any activity, but none
was seen. He made indicating hand signals to Andy at this point.
Dee hears ‘Richard’s son’ or ‘Richardson’ in her mind.
Steph hasn’t picked up anything since the start of the vigil. She feels the area is calm and she
feels comfortable here.
21:52 Bill measures the temperature at +12.6°C on his infrared thermometer.
Dee hears ‘Did you hear about the lady?’ or ‘Are you here about the lady?’ in her mind,
followed a few seconds later by what sounds like ‘Carolina’.
21:53 Dee hears ‘Say prayers for the lady’. Dee sends a brief prayer, hoping this will aid
communication.
21:54 Richard informs Andy that his meter has huge lights on it. Just prior to this Andy had observed
a jet fly low overhead and wonders if this is the source.
Dee asks mentally for ‘the person who is present’ to go over to team member Richard and touch
him or talk to him.
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21:56 Dee requests that the spirit present talk into her voice recorder on the gatepost and say their
name or anything at all.
Steph hears three faint beeps which are similar to the bleep of the walkie-talkies. It sounded like
it came from the area beyond Richard’s left side.
21:57 Bill decided to sit quietly for 10 minutes focussing on his breathing so as to empty his mind and
to see if anything comes to him.
Richard notices yet another EMF spike, up to yellow for the second time.
21:58 Richard notices another EMF spike – he believes at this point it may be a mobile phone, but
cannot be sure. He also hears some rustling and creaking from his left side – maybe an animal
or two?
Steph sees a small dot of white light at the bottom of the second tree to her right.
22:00 Richard is continually scratching his neck – no itch present – in an agitated sense, without
reason or warning prior.
Dee is startled by a strong smell of tobacco that wafts past her from right to left. This seems
strange, as it doesn’t seem to follow the direction of the breeze.
22:02 Dee clearly hears in her mind, “A terrible thing”.
22:03 Richard feels a cold shiver to the back, vigorously; and has a niggling headache starting to build
up at this moment. The EMF, after a quiet 10 minutes or so, spikes back to a yellow setting, for
5 seconds approximately.
Andy takes a temperature reading of +16°C.
22:04 Dee feels strongly that there is a definite interest in Richard – or that the name ‘Richard’ is
significant.
22:05 Dee suddenly sees clear images of strawberries in her mind’s eye. The voice in her head is
constant, but only now and then is something clear enough to understand. Dee likens it to
someone trying to talk to her through a very thick glass panel.
22:06 Richard feels a kind of ‘twist’ in his left arm, and an impression of a person in the front of the
wooded area towards the grassy area where we came in, of a child – but unable to define
further. Identified as south from his position.
22:07 Bill ends his quiet session with no real results.
Dee looks over at Steph to see a fleeting shape standing behind her, which quickly fades when
she tries to focus on it.
As Steph is looking to her left she notices a long, thin, dark shadow horizontally to her right.
She thinks it’s something hanging down from the rim of her hat. As she turned her head slightly
right the line stayed in place. It was roughly 60 centimetres to her right and about 1.2 metres
high. She noted it was a long dark shadow that looked like a pole. The shadow stayed for a few
seconds then disappeared.
22:08 Richard keeps having an urge to look behind him, as he feels somebody is close at hand, over
his shoulder, but content not to do so, being frozen to the spot.
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22:09 Richard’s stomach really tightens up and he feels slightly nauseous, although he recovers within
30 seconds, and there was no lasting effects. EMF is reported to have been rather quiet at this
point.
Dee ‘hears’ ‘The poor lady’ or ‘The proper lady’.
22:10 Andy observes that he can hear what sounds like running water coming from the area of the
rusty tank.
22:11 Bill measures the temperature at +14.4°C on his infrared thermometer.
Steph sees a very large pale flash of light above Dee’s head.
22:12 Andy identifies his 22:10 sound as that of the wind rustling in the trees.
Dee hears something unclear that involves the word ‘baby’.
22:13 Richard has another cold shiver down his arms.
Dee notes that the wind is picking up and that it is getting dark quite quickly.
22:14 Dee is still aware of the connection with someone (or something) and can still hear them
‘talking through thick glass’.
22:15 Just as the vigil is coming to an end, Dee hears very clearly in her mind ‘Ride a cock horse to
Banbury Cross to see a fine lady upon a white horse’.
Oz was recording audio right through the vigil and attempting some video. He notes ambient noise
from nearby road and aircraft.
During the vigil Oz repeatedly heard rustling in the scrub behind him. He attempted recording using the
Vivitar 510N – using fresh batteries on the first attempt managed less than two minutes of recording
before the camera shut down. Oz changed batteries for another fresh set (at around 22:09) and still
could not record more than two minutes. This may be because the camera is poor and needs testing
before more use. (Editor’s Note: Bill has the same recorder and has not experienced such rapid battery
drain with it.)
Oz later heard that some interference had been picked up on EMF by Richard, which may have
coincided with the battery failure above.

Post-Vigil
Dee continued to ‘hear’ the voice in her mind for several minutes after the vigil had ended and felt
somewhat disoriented.
During the vigil Richard had been getting some odd readings on his Electrosmog meter so Bill used his
to explore the area where Richard had been sitting and then the whole of the area of the farm ruins. At
Richard’s vigil site Bill did get an occasional small burst of readings but nothing excessive. Across the
whole site the most consistent reading Bill had was near the concrete block to the north and when the
meter was facing north. This reading consisted of a continuous series of clicks but the normal
background single green light did not move.

Second Walk
22:35 The team continue their walk along the path heading south-southeast. This is shown on the plan
on page 2.
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22:45 The team reach the end of the woods.
At the end of the woods Richard’s Electrosmog meter went off. Bill used his meter and both
were giving high readings spiking up into the red (18mW/m2). It is possible that these may be
associated with nearby Cranfield, either the university or airfield.
22:57 The team start to walk back along the path. Halfway back to Holcotwood Farm the team turned
northeast into Reynolds Wood as an alternative route.
Maintaining LPS traditions we chose to turn left at the first junction in Reynolds Wood and followed
what appeared to be a wide firebreak heading northwest. This continued for just over 100 metres until it
ended at a dense impenetrable hedgerow so we were forced to retrace our steps. This time we continued
along the original path for 140 metres until we met a large ride through the wood which ran parallel to
the first one we had followed (the dead end). This time we were on the right path and after walking 350
metres we came out where Reynolds Wood and Hulcot Wood meet where there is a bench on the path
we originally followed from Wood End. At this point we again decided to split up to undertake another
vigil.

Vigil 2: Path from Cranfield to Brogborough – 23:20 to 00:10
For this vigil Richard, Dee and Oz remained in the area near the bench whilst Steph, Bill and Andy
headed north towards the area near the pond at the end of the path across the field. Oz took up station to
the south of the group on the
main path near two gates.
Dee
positions
herself
approximately 20 metres into
the open space directly
opposite the bench, facing it
(and the woods behind it).
Richard is approximately 20
metres to her right and also
faces the woods. Oz was
approximately 20 metres to
the right of the bench,
directly opposite Richard and
diagonally opposite Dee. Dee
placed her digital voice
recorder on the ground to her
right, approximately half a
metre away.
Steph chose to stay at the
south end of the open area
whilst Andy went to the area
around the pond to the north.
Bill walked along the fence
to the west of the area with
the intention of getting to a
position where he could look
across the field to the north
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and hence over the footpath that runs across the field. Unfortunately there was no access to the field
from the path and as Andy had settled down for the vigil Bill decided not to disturb him and instead to
follow the John Bunyan Trail which runs along the west edge of the original field (on the wrong side of
the hedgerow) for 380 metres before it turns across a bridge into the original field. From there he
followed the trail as it meandered across the field back to Wood End Farm. At the farm Bill sat just to
the west of the path facing across the field so that he could see the whole of the path which was visible
as a dark ribbon across the field. For the location of the sites see the plan on page 2. For the positions of
the team members see the plan on the previous page.
During the vigil Oz recorded audio throughout and attempted some video again.
23:26 Dee starts her vigil and ‘senses’ nothing out of the ordinary.
23:27 Richard notices a huge screech from the EMF meter – high squeal, all lights being held on – for
approximately 2 seconds, then pulses. This is a regular occurrence, repeated at: 23:30, 23:36,
23:40, 23:52, 23:56 until the close of the investigation.
23:28 Whilst following the John Bunyan Trail across the field and about 100 metres from the farm
Bill saw a light patch on the left side of the path just after a right-hand bend and about 20
metres away.
Dee notes the sounds of distant traffic and occasional aircraft, a mild breeze and clear sky.
Steph measures the temperature to her right is +15.4°C and +14.6°C to her left (where it is more
open).
23:30 Andy takes a temperature reading of +12°C and an EMF reading of zero.
23:31 Despite trying to ‘tune in’ to the area, Dee is experiencing nothing significant either physically
or psychically. Dee decides to begin meditation.
Steph sees a dark shape moving across the path to her left. As she moves the shape runs through
the fence into the field and trees. By the shape Steph thinks this was a fox.
23:35 Richard’s headache from earlier shows signs of improving during the walk back to this vigil;
but while here up to this point, it takes another turn for the worse; for no obvious reason, except
environmental and general health.
Steph sneezes.
23:40 Bill reached his vigil site and sits close to the path he followed across the field and about 10
metres west of the path to Brogborough. He sat facing southeast by south and noted that there
was a brisk and cold breeze coming from the east-southeast. He also noted that there was a faint
sound of traffic from the east-southeast (towards Lidlington).
23:41 Richard has another big cold shiver; once again from his back. It feels stiff as well, like it’s
completely fused and rigid.
23:42 Steph can clearly hear a clock ticking near her right shoulder. It ticks a few times then stops.
Steph doesn’t know what this means.
23:43 Dee feels a fleeting wave of sadness.
23:45 Bill notes that a car comes down the Wood End Road and that its headlights illuminate the
nearby barn for several minutes.
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Bill measures the wind speed at typically 3.5 metres per second gusting to 4.7 metres per
second.
23:48 Richard feels a complete numbness in his left, writing hand. It’s a bit like it’s been strained
slightly, and stretch muscles in the local area to the wrist. Seems to settle down after a couple of
minutes, but not sure why it’s kicked off at this point.
23:49 Richard believes he’s heard a man’s voice to his left – but being unable to define what is being
said. He wondered at the moment if it was a team member – although no male team members
were in his vicinity. He noted it as ‘unknown source’.
Andy is overcome with a strong feeling of well-being and at rest and this lasts a few minutes
23:50 Dee feels something distinctly touch her left elbow – it is hard enough to startle her. She can
find no logical explanation.
23:53 Andy observes a shooting star overhead.
23:54 Dee notes that the area is very quiet (despite distant traffic, occasional aircraft).
23:55 Oz heard a twig snap shortly followed by a sound like a baby crying or possibly a young animal
(fox?).
23:56 Richard appears to hear another voice – a woman’s this time – which sounds like a moan or a
whining sound, and is incredibly brief, 2 to 3 seconds approximately.
Dee hears a sudden ‘snapping’ noise that seems to come from the woods directly in front of her
(behind the bench).
Steph hears a loud bang in the distance to the north-northeast.
23:59 The air temperature is measured by Bill at +11.9°C using his infrared thermometer. He also
measures the grass which had a temperature of +13.3°C.
Dee hears a distant peacock calling.
Oz heard what sounded like distant church bells coming from the south.
00:00 The vigil for the rest of the team was scheduled to end at midnight. Bill decided to remain
where he was and continue his vigil until the rest of the team joined him.
Oz was grateful when the vigil ended as he could no longer feel his ankles.
00:02 A small, bright flash of light is seen by Bill on the edge of the crop about as far away as the
mast by the farm and southeast by east of where he was sitting. This was on a curve in the track.
00:06 Bill sees a blob of pale orange light just to the right of a marker post on the opposite side of the
track to his right to the southwest by west and about 30 metres away.
00:10 Bill notices lights moving near the pond on the far side of the field so he walks across to the
path across the field and signals to the rest of the team with his laser.

Post-Vigil
Oz noted that barometric pressure remained at around 1008 hPa and ground temperature at around
+15°C throughout the evening.
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Post-Investigation
Andy recorded nothing paranormal on his camera equipment. His audio is currently being checked.
Dee’s review of her voice recordings and photographs revealed no unusual anomalies.
Review of Oz’s video footage and photos showed nothing potentially paranormal. During review of his
audio recording Oz dismissed the sounds he had heard as rodents or similar creatures.

Equipment List
Andy

Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15
Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M
Dictaphone: Sanyo TRC-525M
EMF meter: K-II
Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102
Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110
Laser Matrix Pen
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Bill

Digital Camera: Samsung WB700
Digital Infrared Thermometer: Karknee DT-300
Anemometer: Benetech GM816
Electrosmog Meter: Cornet ED-7
Compass: Silva Type 7 NL
Laser Matrix Pen
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Dee

Digital Camera: Fuji FinePix F31fd
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-5500PC
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Oz

Digital Camera: Vivitar DVR-510N
Mobile Phone: Nokia N8
EMF meter: K-II
Notepad & pen, torch and watch

Richard

Digital Camera: General Electric E1486TW
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-210S
Digital Infrared Thermometer: Fluke 361
Digital Compass/Thermometer: Maxview
Electrosmog Meter: Cornet ED-7
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Steph

Digital Infrared Thermometer INS-TOOL09
Digital Camera: Samsung PL81
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M
Gauss Meter
Notepad, pen, torch and watch
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